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1  INTRODUCTION 
The decomposition of plant and animal remains in soil constitutes a basic 

biological process in that carbon is recirculated to the atmosphere as carbon dioxide 
and associated elements (nitrogen, phosphorus, sulfur, and various micronutrients) 
appear in forms required by higher plants. In the process, some of the carbon (5 % to 
10 %) is assimilated into microbial tissues (i.e. the soil biomass); part is converted 
into stable humus. Some of the native humus is mineralized concurrently; 
consequently, total organic matter content is maintained at some steady-state level 
characteristic of the soil and management system [1]. 
 

The global soil carbon pool is 3.3 times the size of the atmospheric pool and 4.5 
times that of the biotic pool. Organic carbon represents approximately 62 % of 
global soil carbon while at least 50 % of this carbon can be categorized as the 
chemically resistant component known as humic substances (HS). HS are the most 
widely-spread compounds occurring in nature. The presence of HS in soils have also 
been detected, even in the Antarctic continent where the humification process under 
Antarctic conditions is very specific and different from the other continents [2]–[4]. 
They make up the bulk of organic matter, because they represent most of the organic 
materials of soil, peat, lignites, brown coals, sewage, natural waters and their 
sediments. Because of their molecular structure, they provide numerous benefits to 
their industrial, agricultural, environmental and medicinal applications [5]. 

Recent advantages in analytical chemistry, especially development of Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance and Mass Spectrometry, allow taking a closer look to 
molecular humic structure and classify most of chemical moieties present in the 
humic matrix. Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated many times that the function 
of HS in natural systems is related to their secondary (physical) structure, i.e. to the 
nature and character of their aggregates. Thus there is a strong need to understand to 
the relationship between chemical composition and colloidal properties of HS with 
respect to their role in specific environments. 
 

2  LITERATURE REVIEW  
2.1 HUMIC SUBSTANCES  

Humic substances (HS) are complex organic materials found ubiquitously in 
nature where they play an essential role in numerous environmentally important 
processes. They are the product of biotic or abiotic (or both) degradations of dead 
plant tissues and animal bodies. Because light absorption by these substances 
increases exponentially with decreasing wavelength across visible and ultraviolet 
spectrum, they can provide aquatic organisms protection from damaging ultraviolet 
radiation [6]. They are very active in binding ions, organic molecules and mineral 
surfaces and are thereby potentially important to soil structure, soil fertility and 
transport of pollutants in natural waters. 
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Despite HS undisputable role in sustainability of life, the basic chemical nature 
and the reactivity awareness of HS is still poor [7]. From the chemistry point of 
view, humic molecules are composed of aromatic and/or aliphatic chains and with 
specific content of functional groups. Their number and position depend on the 
conditions of formation. Elementary analyses data of humic samples originated from 
miscellaneous sources differ in their elementary composition and reactivity. 
Although, there exist undisputable differences in way of genesis, HS from different 
sources should be considered as members of the same class of chemical compounds 
[8]. 

HS are the most frequently classified according to their solubility in different 
media. Humic acids (HA) and fulvic acids (FA) represent alkali-soluble humus 
fragments; HA are commonly extracted using diluted alkali and precipitated with an 
acid, and so are separated from the soluble FA. Humin represents the insoluble 
residue [9].  

 
2.1.1 Formation of HS 

Although the formation process of HS has been studied hard and for a long time, 
their formation is still the subject of long-standing and continued research. Some 
theories have lasted for years; for example, the “sugar-amine” condensation theory, 
the “lignin” theory or the “polyphenol” theory. A review of such theories can be 
found for example in a monograph of Davies and Ghabbour [10]. 
 

According to a recently introduced concept, humification in soil can be 
considered as a two-step process of biodegradation of dead-cells components, 
aggregation of the degradation products. In light of the supramolecular model, one 
needs not to invoke the formation of new covalent bonds in the humification process 
that leads to the production of humus. Humification is the progressive self-
association of the mainly hydrophobic molecules that resist the biodegradation. 
These suprastructures are thermodynamically separated by the water medium and 
adsorbed on the surfaces of soil minerals and other pre-existing humic aggregates. 
The exclusion from water means exclusion from microbial degradation and the long-
term persistence of humic matter in soil [7]. 
 

2.1.2 Functional groups and reactivity 

The chemical structure of HA is very complicated. The elemental composition of 
different FA and HA shows that the major elements in their composition are C, H, 
O, N, and S. A variety of functional groups, including COOH, phenolic OH, enolic 
OH, quinone, hydroxyquinone, lactone, ether, and alcoholic OH, have been reported 
[1]. 

FA contain more functional groups of an acidic nature, particulary -COOH. 
Another important difference is that while the oxygen in FA is largely in known 
functional groups (-COOH, -OH, -C=O), the proportion of oxygen in HA seems to 
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occur as a structural component of the nucleus [5]. Functional carboxyl and 
hydroxyl groups in HS were found to be related to biological activity [11] but the 
manner in which they act has still to be elucidated. 
 

2.1.3 Molecular features of HS 

Several hypothetic secondary structures have been proposed during the long 
history of humus chemistry to account for the chemical composition and behaviour 
of HS. The most frequently adopted view was that humic-like constituents in 
solution were polymers which will coil at high concentrations, low acidity, and high 
ionic strength but become linear at neutral acidity, low ionic strength, and low 
concentration [12].  
 This random-coiled model for humic matter-like macromolecules had been 
strongly criticized, e.g., by Wershaw [13], because mathematical equations used to 
define the model were originally derived for high-molecular-mass linear polymers. 
On the contrary, Wershaw et al. [13], [14] had presented an alternative schematic 
membrane model, much like a protein, for the secondary structure of humic matter. 
In this membrane model, HM were pictured as composed of partially degraded 
molecular components from natural organisms (mainly from plants), which were 
held together in ordered, membrane-like or micelle-like, aggregated structures by 
weak interactions, such as hydrogen bonding and π-bonding and van der Waals and 
hydrophobic forces. 

Piccolo et al. [15] have recently presented an extended theory that, instead of 
being stable polymers, humic constituents at neutral and alkaline acidities are 
supramolecular associations of relatively small heterogeneous molecules held 
together by weak dispersive forces such as van der Waals, π−π, CH−π interactions. 
This conclusion was based on the large-scale experimental data that after addition of 
modifiers such as natural organic acids, e.g., acetic acid, to the original humic-solute 
mixture, the macroscopic dimension of this supramolecular association was 
disrupted in smaller sized associations with reduced chemical complexity. This 
disruption by organic acid additions was attributed to the formation of new inter- 
and intramolecular hydrogen bonds which are thermodynamically more stable than 
the hydrophobic interactions stabilizing humic conformations at neutral pH [16].  

Many model structures of HA and FA were suggested, but they should be 
considered only as models taking into account average composition. Therefore, in 
the real humic mixture, such a structure may not be necessarily present. 
Nevertheless the most recent HA model structure taking into account the system 
complexity is presented in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Recent model structure of humic acid according to Simpson et al. (2002.) M stands for a 
metal [17] 
 
 

2.1.4 Microorganizations in HS 

Humic micelles and pseudomicelles 

The mechanism of interaction between dissolved HA and nonionic organic 
compounds (especially nonpolar ones) continues to be subject to some controversy. 
It is, however, clear that these interactions are largely predicated on the detergent 
character of HA. It is generally recognized that these materials are surface active and 
can solubilize a wide variety of hydrophobic species. A view that is presently widely 
accepted holds that this is due to a micelle-like organization in HA in aqueous 
solution. Wershaw [13], [18] proposed the theory that the HA amphiphile consists of 
an elongated hydrophobic portion with one or more anionic (carboxylate) groups 
attached at the end. These entities aggregate in the manner of synthetic surfactants, 
forming micellar or membrane-like structures. It has been recognized for some time 
that the presence of humate in water will result in a solution which has a 
significantly lower surface tension than water alone. This observation has prompted 
speculation that HA will form micelles in alkaline, aqueous solutions [19]. 
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Aqueous solutions of synthetic surfactants have a characteristic concentration 
known as the critical micelle concentration (CMC), at which the monomers 
spontaneously aggregate to form micellar assemblies. The same has been reported 
for the concentrated HA solutions mentioned above, which have estimated CMC 
values as high as 10 g L-1 [20]. For dilute HA solutions, however, Engebretson et al. 
found evidence for micelle-like organization which does not feature a CMC [21]. In 
this model, the amphiphilic HA molecules are considered to aggregate both intra- 
and intermolecularly. The former is made possible by the chain length and flexibility 
of the humic molecules, which allow them to fold and coil in a manner that directs 
hydrophilic (e.g., carboxy and hydroxy) groups outward and keeps more 
hydrophobic (e.g., hydrocarbon) moieties isolated in the center. This process, which 
could in principle occur with a single polymer strand, produces an entity that is 
operationally similar to a conventional micelle, albeit more structurally constrained. 
Like a micelle, it has a hydrophobic interior and a more hydrophilic surface, giving 
it distinct solubilizing powers for nonpolar solutes. To indicate both similarities and 
differences with normal surfactant micelles, these HA structures have been referred 
to as pseudomicelles. 

Spectroscopic evidence for the existence of humic pseudo-micelles has been 
reviewed by von Wandruszka [21]. The structures are considered to exist at all low 
HA concentrations in aqueous solution, although certain variations in composition 
must be anticipated. It is, for instance, likely that intermolecular aggregation 
supplements intramolecular coiling in pseudomicelle formation, and that this 
depends on both the concentration and polydispersity of the solute. The proposed 
assembly thus consists of coiled humic polymer chains, interspersed with smaller 
HA fragments. 

Supporting evidence for this representation of HA is also provided by 3D 
modeling studies carried out by Schulten and Schnitzer [22]. Using semiempirical 
calculations and known chemical features of HA, they arrived at a set of open 
structures containing numerous voids. While these models are valid only for pure 
compounds, they indicate that individual HA polymers can assume configurations 
that incorporate all the essential attributes envisaged for the pseudomicellar 
arrangement. Other modeling studies [23], [24] have used relatively small monomer 
units, such as the Steelink structure [25], to assemble HA polymers. Calculations on 
oligomers of this type suggested the formation of an HA helix with an 8.9 Å pitch 
and potentially charged functional groups (carboxylate, phenolic, amine) distributed 
along the outside in a repeating pattern. The interior of the helix contained more 
hydrophobic groups, again establishing micelle-like nature of the assembly. 

Above mentioned research is based on the assumption that the basic molecular 
feature is polymer-like structure or polyelectrolyte. Nevertheless such assumption 
has never been unambiguously proved and recent results indicate that polymers are 
in humic structures present in the form of undecomposed paternal material [26]. 
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Amorphous and crystalline domains, hydrophobic carbon sequestration 

Several studies [27] have suggested that natural organic matter (NOM) may 
control the sorption behaviour of HOCs in soils and sediments. Non-ideal behaviour 
of more polar organic compounds may result from specific interactions (e.g., 
hydrogen-bonding or stronger) with NOM. Efforts to describe the sources of non-
ideality of HOCs in NOM, where strong specific HOC-NOM (sorbate-sorbent) 
interactions may not exist, however, have resulted in two separate hypotheses to 
explain the observed behaviour; (i) the existance of dual sorption domains within 
NOM, represented by hard, rigid, glass-like regions, and more fluid, gel-like regions 
[28], [29] and (ii) the presence of high surface area, carbonaceous (HSAC) regions 
[30], [31]. 

Practically all macromolecules, including biopolymers such as starches and 
lignins, display distinct thermodynamic properties that can manifest significant 
differences in their physical structure and mechanical behaviour. One of these 
characteristics is the glass transition temperature, Tg, which marks a second-order 
phase transition between a hard, rigid, glasslike state and a soft, flexible, rubbery 
state. This characteristic property may be easily measured using differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermomechanical analysis (TMA), among other 
techniques. 

According to the glassy/rubbery concept of NOM, non-ideal sorption and 
diffusion behaviours are controlled by the mobility of macromolecular segments -
more rigid sections lend rise to the formation of relatively immobile domains 
exemplified by fixed microvoids and non-ideal sorption behaviour, while more fluid, 
rubber-like regions possess sufficient mobility to behave as amore true partitioning 
domain which manifests ideal or near-ideal transport behaviour. While the 
hypothesis of HSAC NOM suggest that non-ideal behaviour derives from solute 
sorption in microvoids within hard, black carbon-like materials (e.g., charcoal, coal, 
soot), the concept of macromolecular mobility was conceivably extrapolated to 
HSAC NOM, where the reduced mobility of glass-like cabonaceous NOM may also 
result in observed non-ideal sorption behaviour, kerogens [32], and charcoal-derived 
tar pitches each possess Tg, or the temperature at which a macromolecule transcends 
from a glass-like state to a more fluid, rubber-like state).  

By means of solid-state NMR, Hu et al. [33] demonstrated the presence of 
crystalline domains composed of poly(methylene) chains in several humic samples 
extracted from miscellaneous sources. A thickness of ca. 3 nm or 25 CH2 units was 
deduced. Chilom and Rice [34] stated that the semi-crystalline domains are present 
solely in lipid extracts and are presumably created by long aliphatic chains. The 
simultaneous decrease of the amorphous and increase of the crystalline 
poly(methylene) signal show that the mobile amorphous and all-trans crystalline 
domains are in close proximity, forming larger poly(methylene) regions; this is 
confirmed by their long 1HT1 relaxation time, which is distinct from that of the rest 
of the material.  
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Kohl and Rice [35] reported that with the removal of lipids from soil organic 
matter (SOM), the sorptive capacity of mineral soils doubled, and they 
hypothesized, that polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and lipids were 
competing for sorption domains and the removal of lipid resulted in the opening up 
of sorption domains. Simpson et al. [36] observed increases in phenanthrene 
sorption when rigid structures such as aromatics and carbohydrates were selectively 
extracted from a series of HA samples. Simpson et al. [36] also reported that 
aromaticity and H/C atomic ratios were not sufficient for assessing the degree of 
phenanthrene sorption to humic acid. Finally, Salloum [37] also demonstrated that 
aliphatic rich NOM can sorb appreciable amounts of monoaromatic compounds, 
pyrene and phenanthrene. Therefore, the final conclusion needs to be supported by 
additional experiments. 
 
Micellization and hydrotropy 

It is well-known that both surfactants and the related molecules called 
hydrotropes solubilize lipophilic compounds in water. Hydrotropes are compounds 
that, at high concentrations, solubilize sparingly soluble lipophiles in water. Usually, 
hydrotrope molecules have a shorter hydrophobic segment in them, leading to their 
higher solubility in water (e.g., Na salicylate, Na p-toluenesulfonate, catechol, 
resorcinol, proline). They occasionally exhibit a higher and sometimes more 
selective ability to solubilize guest molecules than micellar surfactants do. The 
aggregation numbers found in the case of hydrotropes are expected to be lower 
compared to those found in the case of micelles and might be closer to those found 
in the case of bile salt aggregates, such Na cholate and Na deoxycholate. 
Hydrotropes self-associate and form noncovalent assemblies of lowered polarity, 
beyond a concentration, termed the minimal hydrotrope concentration or MHC. 
While this self-aggregation is reminiscent of surfactant self-assemblies, there are 
important differences. Rather than forming compact spheroid assemblies, 
hydrotropes form planar or open-layer structures, reminiscent of lamellar liquid 
crystals, consisting of alternating ribbons of hydrophobic clusters of nonpolar 
regions adjacent to ionic or polar regions that are knitted together in a two-
dimensional network.  

While surfactants have long hydrocarbon chains, hydrotropes are characterized by 
a short, bulky, compact moiety (often, though not necessarily an aromatic ring) 
which is hydrophobic in nature. Thus the self-association phenomenon appears to be 
different for hydrotropes and surfactant micelles [38]. 

 
3  WORK OBJECTIVES 

 The objective of this work was to elucidate the nature and way of formation of 
hydrophobic humic domains. As suggested above there is confusion in view on the 
way of aggregation of humic substances and consequently the domains formation. 
Due to the high humic matter heterogeneity and their complicated secondary 
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structure it is likely that there is not the only and simple way how humic substances 
form aggregates in solutions. Thus the attempt was made to evaluate differences of 
ultrasonic velocity in diluted humic solutions of various concentrations. We suppose 
that the key factor in the study of humic aggregation is to shed light on its 
mechanism of aggregates formation. It is likely that the known mechanisms of 
micellization can’t be easily taken into consideration since they are valid mainly for 
simple systems of amphiphilic surfactant monomers dispersed in the aqueous 
environment. Although some works published earlier reported the critical micelle 
concentration in humic solutions, it must be taken into account that the values were 
determined in very wide range of concentrations i.e. 2 to 10 g L-1. Some results were 
reported even higher, but according to our observations, such high concentrations 
are sometimes difficult even to reach. In addition, according to Piccolo and Conte 
[39] there is a strong difference in prevailing interactions among humic molecules at 
specific concentrations which can be clearly identified in aggregate hydrodynamic 
radius evaluated by size exclusion chromatography. Hydrotropy can be the partial 
answer to the solubilization capacity of HA, which has been observed at 
significantly lower concentration that reported for CMC. High resolution ultrasonic 
spectroscopy measurements are also supported by the modification of measured 
solutions by selected compounds which were reported to induce reaggregation 
and/or reconformation of humic microorganizations. 
 Fluorescence spectroscopy has been widely used due to its sensitivity for 
description and analysis of micellar or micelle-like systems. That is also a case of 
HS. Therefore, chemical fractionation techniques are used to shed light on the 
meaning of fluorescence spectra of lignite HA. As indicated above, literature data 
reported up to now almost exceptionally ascribed the fluorescence peaks to the 
superposition of individual chemical structures. Taking into account the 
heterogeneity of humic matter, we doubt about such results. Sequential extraction of 
specific humic parts followed by the fluorescence analysis of the rest elucidates the 
role of extracted molecules in optical properties of HS. 
 

4  EXPERIMENTAL 
4.1 ISOLATION OF HA 

Humic acids were extracted from South Moravian lignite (mine Mikulčice, Czech 
Republic) and North Czech oxyhumolite ∼ lignite (mine Sokolov, Czech Republic) 
by means of alkaline extraction (modified procedure of International Humic 
Substances Society) [43]. 
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4.2 SEQUENTIAL EXTRACTION  

Hot water extraction (separation of polar substances) 

About 1 g of South Moravian humic acid (SMHA) and North Czech humic acid 
(NCHA) were overfilled with 200 ml of distilled water and heated on 60–80 °C 
during about 4 hours. Then it was centrifuged and freeze-dried. 

 
Extraction and derivatization of the free and bound Fatty Acids 

200 mg of HA (after hot water extraction) were initially oven dried at 40 °C and 
the free lipids extracted by shaking for 2 hours at room temperature with 40 ml of a 
(2:1, v/v) solution of dichloromethane (DCM) and methanol (MeOH). The extract 
was separated from residue through centrifugation (25 min, 7000 rpm) and the 
supernatant removed. The residue was further extracted with 40 ml of the 
DCM/MeOH (2:1, v/v) solution over night at room temperature, and again separated 
from the supernatant by centrifugation. By this step were removed free lipids. The 
free Fatty Acids (FAs) present in the extract were then methylated into Fatty Acid 
Methyl Esters (FAMEs) with tetramethylsilyl-diazomethane [40]. The residue 
remaining from the lipids extraction was air-dried, added with 10 ml of 12% BF3-
CH3OH solution and heated at 90°C over night. This treatment was repeated twice. 
The supernatants were recovered by centrifugation (15 min, 7000 rpm), combined, 
treated with an excess of water in order to destroy the remaining BF3, and then 
liquid–liquid extracted with chloroform. The total extract was dehydrated with 
anhydrous Na2SO4 and was dried by rotoevaporation yielding the methylated bound 
FAs [41]. 

 
4.3 FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENT 

Emission and synchronous fluorescence spectra of samples at 25 °C were 
measured by an Aminco Bowman Series 2 spectrofluorimeter equipped with 
a xenon lamp and a thermostated cell holder. Emission spectra were measured in the 
range from 460 to 600 nm at excitation wavelength 450 nm. SF spectra were 
collected in the 250-600 nm excitation wavelength range using the bandwidth of 
∆λ = 20 nm between the excitation and emission monochromators. All spectra were 
recorded with a 4 nm slit width on both monochromators. Spectral resolution of 
Aminco spectrofluorimeter is 1 nm. Scan speed of spectra was set to 60 nm per min. 
Fluorescence measurements were recorded and assessed by AB2 program. The 
correction of fluorescence records were carried out using the same voltage on the 
detector. 

Although no further corrections for fluctuation of instrumental factors and for 
scattering effects (e.g. primary and secondary inner filter effects) were applied to 
experimental spectra, a comparative discussion on the spectra is acceptable, at least 
on a qualitative basis, since all of them were recorded on the same instrument using 
the same experimental conditions [42]. 
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4.4 HIGH RESOLUTION ULTRASONIC SPECTROSCOPY (HRUS) 
MEASUREMENT 

To monitor ultrasonic velocity and attenuation, HRUS 102 device (Ultrasonic-
Scientific, Dublin, Ireland) was employed. HRUS consists of two independent 
quartz cells termostated by a water bath; cell 1 serves as a sample cell and cell 2 as a 
reference. All experiments were carried out at 25.00 ± 0.02°C, under constant 
stirring (600 rpm) and at ultrasound frequency of 5480 kHz. The resolution of the 
spectrometer is down to 10-5 % for ultrasonic velocity and 0.2 % for attenuation 
measurement. 

NaHA was dissolved in deionized water to desired concentration in the range of 
0.001 to 10 g L-1. Cell 1 was loaded up by 1 mL of a sample whereas cell 2 by 1 mL 
of deionized water. 

Thermal behaviour of NaHA solutions was investigated using following 
temperature regime: step 1 - from 25°C to 90°C, back to 5°C; step 2 - from 5°C to 
90°C and back to 5°C; step 3 - from 5°C to 90°C and back to 25°C. Heating and 
cooling rate were constant 0.35°C min-1. 

 
4.5 MODIFICATION OF HA SOLUTIONS  

The influence of added hydrochloric acid, propionic acid and propanol was tested. 
The HA solutions of different concentrations were titrated in a single step 
experiment with concentrated propionic acid and 0.04 M HCl to reach pH 3.5 (pH 
tested in parallel batch experiments). At constant pH (i.e. 7.0 ± 0.2), HA solutions 
were titrated with propanol; its added (molar) amount was equal to that of propionic 
acid. 

The temperature regime was the same as for original sample. The amount of 
added compounds was in the comparison with the amount of HAs negligible and 
therefore the ionic strength of the solution has been changed only infinitesimally. 

Difference between cell 1 and cell 2, i.e. U12 was measured. All experiments 
were carried out in duplicate and no significant deviations between experimental 
results have been observed. 
 

5  THE MAIN RESULTS OF THE WORK 
5.1 ELEMENTAL AND NMR ANALYSIS 

The elemental composition of humic acids extracted from South Moravian lignite 
and North Czech oxyhumolite ∼ lignite is reported in Table 1. 

Table 1. Elemental analysis of South Moravian and North Czech humic acids, values are in weight 
%. 

Sample C H N O C/H C/O 
SMHA 57.2 4.6 1.0 37.2 12.4 1.5 
NCHA 57.9 4.3 1,5 31.3 13.6 1.9 
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Supramolecular arrangement of humic molecules in the mixture allowed the 
sequential extraction of specific molecules. CPMAS 13C-NMR technique was used 
to assess the composition of fraction obtained after extraction by hot water (detail 
information can be found in [43]). In Table 2 there is listed the percentage of C 
distribution obtained as described in Experimental part. The spectrum of the HAs 
water fractions was divided into five regions, which are assigned to alkyl carbons 
(0–64 ppm), etheric/alcoholic carbons (64–102 ppm), aromatic carbons (102–150 
ppm), carboxylic carbons (150–188 ppm) and carbons arise from ketones, aldehydes 
and quinones (188–216 ppm). Results reported in Table 2 indicate that the fraction 
extracted from sample NCHA by hot water has high amount of aromatic structures 
as well as carboxyls, ketones, aldehydes and quinones. Fraction extracted from 
SMHA showed similar composition, however, with higher content of etheric, 
alcoholic and aliphatic moieties. 

Table 2. Distribution of C intensity in different regions of CPMAS 13C-NMR spectrum of hot water 
extracts, for explanation of regions see text.  

Sample 216-188 ppm 188-150 ppm 150-102 ppm 102-64 ppm 64-0 ppm 
SMHA2 0.50 15.76 51.14 4.05 28.55 
NCHA2 0.67 15.97 55.49 1.82 26.05 

 
5.2 FREE AND BOUND FATTY ACIDS ANALYSED BY GC-MS 

In both cases, the distribution of FAs was dominated by the short chain range 
(C10–C18) dominated by the ubiquitous palmitic (C16) and stearic (C18) acids (as 
methyl esters) and included the iso- and anteiso-C15 and C17 members. Unsaturated 
fatty acids, oleic (C18:1) acids, were also present in the SMHA samples. The C11 
component is observed in the distributions of free FAs from NCHA and SMHA 
samples [43]. 

Fatty acids have been used extensively as markers of the plant versus microbial 
origin of SOM, and the contributions of different organisms to the lipid pool [44]. 
While even-numbered short and linear chained FAMEs are ubiquitous, the longer 
mode (C22+) originates from higher plants [45]. Short chain FAs (< C20) have been 
found to be mainly of microbial origin [46], although C16, C18, C18:1 and C16:1 FAs 
have also been identified in arbuscular fungi [47]. Straight-chain FAME components 
of fungal origin typically range from C10 to C24 [48]. Iso- and anteiso-C15 and C17 
members arise from bacteria [49]. 

The presence of a C11 fatty acid in the free lipids extracts is remarkable 
considering that these compounds are unusual constituents of extractable lipids. 
Overall, the distributions clearly indicate that the origin of the extracted fatty acids is 
primarily from microbial sources, with only a weak contribution from higher plants, 
because of the absence of the longer mode (C20+). While the palmitic acid (C16) that 
dominates our chromatograms can be attributed to plant or microbial sources [49], 
the lack of longer chain FAMEs suggest that the shorter chain FAME were of 
microbial origin. 
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The C11 compounds are present only as free FAs and not covalently linked to the 
HAs organic network. The short chain length suggests microbial oxidation of 
unsaturated alkanoic acids and/or mid-chain hydroxy acids. Upon such oxidation, 
unsaturated bound FAs and/or mid-chain hydroxyl FAs can produce free short-chain 
FAs.  

In addition, because unsaturated fatty acids are preferentially lost during 
diagenesis [50], their absence in the NCHA samples may be a sign of more evolved 
OM in NCHA than in SMHA. 

 
5.3 FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY ANALYSIS 

The opinion on the origin of humic fluorescence is quite scattered [39]. Many 
authors [51], [52] attribute the optical properties of HA as a consequence of 
superposition of numerous independent fluorophores; in line with our results [60] 
that view can be replaced by the notion that the character of fluorescence spectrum 
is rather a result of aggregation properties of humic molecules and hydrophobic 
effect driving aromatic molecules together forming aggregates apparently large 
molecular weight. Results are consistent with the theory on supramolecular structure 
of humic acids. 

To shed light on the meaning of fluorescent spectra, the measured samples 
underwent the sequential extraction which partially revealed the role of water-
soluble components, free and bond lipids in optical properties of humic acids.  

Separation of concrete molecular fractions caused the changes in relative 
fluorescence intensities of main spectral peaks, changes in position of peaks were 
negligible (Figure 2).  
 SFS spectra were measured using the bandwidth of ∆λ = 20 nm between the 
excitation and emission monochromators. This value is thought to be optimal for 
SFS measurement of HA and it has been recommended in scientific literature for a 
long time. By contrast at standard conditions the difference ∆λ between excitation 
and emission wavelength for individual fluorophores presented in HA is about 80-
100 nm [43].  

We assume that there are two principal groups of fluorophores present in HA 
which can be called “free” while the second “bound”. While the first group is 
perfectly solvated and follows the ∆λ excitation and emission conditions presented 
for individual fluorophores, the bound molecules are in close proximity and their ∆λ 
is largely reduced. Accordingly, it seems that the former are better visible using 
conventional emission fluorescence spectroscopy, the latter can be better identified 
using SFS. This view is partially in agreement with a theory in which the physical 
structure of HS is described as the aggregates with several layers; the outer layer 
consists of aliphatic and simple aromatic molecules rich in polar substituents, the 
inner layer or core consist predominantly of aromatic, condensed structures [1]. 
 Further we suppose, that the SFS with ∆λ = 20 nm reveals exceptionally the 
presence of fluorophores which consist of condensed rings or simple aromatics 
which are in mutual intermolecular contact affecting their spectral fluorescence 
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characteristics. Thus the optical properties are dependent on the nature of physical 
structure with the same importance as primary structure. The statement was also 
supported by results, where progressive dilution of humic fraction solution resulted 
in the increase of fluorescence intensity at 260 nm and a dramatic decrease at 500 
nm (Figure 3). The emission intensity is considerably shifted to lower wavelength 
due to the separation of individual fluorophores (originally forming aggregates with 
apparently high degree of aromaticity) which seem to be simple aromatic 
compounds in their chemical nature. Consequently, such results revealed also the 
nature of interaction within humic molecules forming an aromatic “core” which 
could be attributed predominantly to the π-π stacking or CH-π interactions of 
aromatic moieties. 
 The extraction of free and bound lipids by organic solvents brought about 
molecules which are not primarily fluorescing, some significant changes in the 
fluorescence can be seen. This could be promoted by opening of the humic 
conformation structure stabilized by weak forces. It is in contrast with extraction by 
hot water which separated some compounds just from the surface of humic 
assemblies, since water due to its high polarity was not able to penetrate inside the 
hydrophobic interior of aggregates (core). Consequently, apolar solvents could 
“unblock” particular fluorescing molecules which resulted in an increase of 
fluorescence intensities by the peaks at lower wavelengths values and vice versa to 
decrease of fluorescence intensity by the peaks at larger wavelengths. 

 
Figure 2. Synchronous fluorescence spectra of South Moravian humic acid (SMHA), humic acid 
without water-soluble components (SMHA1), extracted water fraction (SMHA2), humic acid 
without free lipids (SMHA3) and humic acid without bond lipids (SMHA4). The spectra were 
recalculated with regard to the C content 
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Figure 3. Synchronous fluorescence spectra of SMHA sample after separation of free lipids 
(SMHA3) depending on concentration 

 
Conclusion mentioned in first paragraph supported also the measurements of 

fluorescence and UV-VIS spectra of HA modified by addition of hydrochloric and 
propionic acid. Both acids resulted in increase the stability of secondary humic 
structure by formation of H bonds but caused different changes in measured spectra 
depending on using acid chemical structure. Addition of HCl caused the 
protonization of humic molecules which decreased the strength of repulsive forces 
of charged sites and promoted approach of humic aggregates. This resulted in 
conjugation of π electrons of individual molecules in secondary humic structure and 
led to the decrease of absorbance in UV region and increase in visible part of 
spectra. Otherwise it could be influenced only by the protonization of e.g. 
substituted aromatic structures. Further we supposed that the propionic acid 
treatment could evoke separation of smaller aggregates, isolated particles or even 
molecules, which confirmed hyperchromic effect in the region around 200 nm and 
hypochromic effect in VIS region. Similar explanation was applicable for SFS 
spectra. 

Evidently, the apparent sizes of humic materials do not change due to tight coiling 
or uncoiling, as suggested by the polymer model, but instead change due to 
disaggregation or aggreagation of clusters of smaller molecules. 

Note:  previous paragraphs were published in ref. [43] and submitted in ref. [60]. 
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5.4 HRUS ANALYSIS – TITRATION MODE 

5.4.1 Aggregation of dissolved HA 

First, to demonstrate the potential of HRUS in determination of the CMC and 
colloidal chemistry generally, sodium dodecyl sulfate was tested. As can be seen in 
Figure 4, CMC value represents the point before the dramatic change in US 
concentration increment (has meaning of slope change in dependency of ultrasonic 
velocity vs. versus concentration) with respect to dependence on surfactant 
concentration. Before the CMC is reached, the value of concentration increment 
stays practically constant, indicating the absence of interactions between molecules. 
When the CMC is reached (8 mmol L- 1 or 2.3 g L-1 – in line with literature data 
[53]) the interactions among molecules began and the increment dramatically 
decreases with some saturation at high concentration (not shown). 

 
Figure 4. Determination of CMC of SDS in deionized water at pH 7 
 

In accordance with Wershaw’s concept of HS micellar arrangement, many 
authors published the hypothesis of CMC exhibited by HS. That was reported for 
HA obtained from various sources in the wide range 1–10 g L-1 [54]. Owing to 
unique technique HRUS, we have focused to this problem. 

Our observations showed that in the range from 0.001 to ~ 10 g L-1 HA sodium 
salt at pH 7, at high ionic strength (Figure 5) and at pH 12 do not exhibit a CMC, 
although aggregation of humic molecules can be seen. Consequently the aggregation 
of humic acids cannot be easily described in terms of the common theory of 
micellization. Instead hydrotropy can be the partial answer to the solubilization 
capacity of humic acids. Similar results were reached by Sierra et al. [55], who 
observed aggregation after pyrene addition to humic solution below the 
concentration reported as the CMC of HA. Indeed, this reflects the mechanism of 
hydrophobic or amphiphilic compound sequestration in humic natural systems. 
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Figure 5. Attempt to determine the ‘‘CMC’’ for lignite NaHA at pH 7 and in 1M NaCl 
 

5.4.2 Effect of added substances on HA aggregation and conformation 

As implied by the above results, the structure of humic aggregates strongly 
depends on concentration. According to literature data, we suppose that the resulting 
humic conformation would depend on the character of the acid used, so the effect of 
added propionic acid, hydrochloric acid and propanol on HA aggregation and 
conformation was studied. 

The addition of HCl caused decrease of US velocity difference (sample minus 
water abbreviated as U12) regardless of the humate concentration, which is in 
contrast to the increase in U12 with concentration in pure humate solutions. In the 
case of HCl addition, more flexible or less hydrated particles must be formed. At 
low humate concentration the velocity decrease is only small and can be attributed 
to less hydrated, protonated original humic particles. When their concentration 
increases, more particle contacts or impacts are possible and the particles can stick 
through hydrophobic interactions or hydrogen bonding due to suppressed 
electrostatic repulsion. Since HCl causes only protonation of humic molecules, 
repulsions are suppressed and thus HCl is expected to change just the dissociation 
degree or state of humics. As a result, humic molecules or sub-aggregates stick 
together via H bonds.  

The addition of propionic acid to the humate solution of low concentration 
resulted in an increase in U12 up to a concentration of 0.05 g L-1. Above this 
concentration up to 1 g L-1, a decrease in U12 can be seen, with a minimum at 0.5 g 
L-1, whereas above 1 g L-1, U12 increased significantly. The results correspond to 
the view of HA being molecules held together predominantly by weak interactions 
even at low concentration. We hypothesize that, at low humate concentration (up to 
0.05–0.08 g L-1), propionic acid affects the hydrophobic cores via its alkyl chain and 
disturbs the hydrophobic attractions, forming smaller, isolated particles or even 
molecules stabilized predominantly via H bonding, and the newly formed hydration 
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shells cause the velocity increase. Thus, humic aggregation at very low 
concentration is again indicated. Above about 0.5 g L-1 the increase in U12 can be 
observed. 

Propanol was used as a molecule which was supposed having a similar effect as 
propionic acid, but not changing pH dramatically and thus not depressing 
electrostatic interactions. It has been stated that alcohols act mainly as hydrogen 
bond donors whose binding to a polypeptide chain is stabilized by hydrophobic 
interactions [56]. Within the humic aggregates we expect a similar effect. 
Nevertheless, the results are intriguing and clearly show that the studied processes 
are complex, i.e. reaggregation and reconformation occur simultaneously and the 
results are a consequence of a fine balance between those processes. 

Note: previous results were already published in ref. [61]. 
 

5.5 HRUS ANALYSIS – TEMPERATURE MODE 

5.5.1 Influence of concentration 

The thermodynamic stability of lignite humic acids (sodium salt) aggregates was 
studied by HRUS within the temperature interval from 5 to 90°C. The changes in 
differential ultrasonic velocity (U12) showed strong differences among humic 
solutions within the concentration range from 0.005 to 10 g L-1. While at higher 
concentrations (Figure 6) there was no break observed in the monotonous decrease 
in U12 within the whole temperature range, lower concentrations brought more 
scattered records (Figures 7 and 8). 

Progressive dilution of investigated solutions brought about weakening of humic 
secondary structure. In case of concentration 1 g L-1 (Figure 7), there was observed 
several breaks indicating transitions which can be attributed to the unfolding and 
disruption of humic aggregates [57]. In principal, an increase in velocity indicates 
the hydration changes, namely processes of unfolding or aggregate decomposition 
while decrease is usually associated with increase in intrinsic compressibility or 
intra-molecular “melting” without significant unfolding [57]. Basically, the 
concentration decrease was associated with the shift of transition temperature to 
lower values; simultaneously, the number and “intensity” of transitions increased. It 
seems that there is a lower number and/or strength of weak interactions stabilizing 
aggregates in diluted humic solutions. It is noteworthy that concentration 1 g L-1 
represents a limit concentration. Whereas there is still the shift to the lower 
temperatures with progressive dilution (reflecting the gradual destabilization) there 
is a remarkable change in the slope of dependency. It can be identified in Figure 8. 
Since, ultrasonic velocity depends on the state of water in the hydration shell [58], 
evidently, there is a different affinity of water in hydration shell to humic molecules. 
Therefore we assume that such behavior is caused by the reduction in the polarity of 
surface of humic aggregates. Those are not perfectly hydrated any longer under 1 
g L-1 and switched mostly into so-called hydrophobic hydration. 
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In the light of our observations, it seems that elevated temperatures increase also 
the density of hydration shell around hydrophobic molecules/aggregates which can 
be interpreted as an enlargement of humic aggregate dimensions, or better of 
hydrodynamic dimension. However, humic acids generally consist of a huge number 
of molecules possessing different polarity and polarizability, thus, the temperature 
induced aggregation promoted by weakening of hydration shell around hydrophilic 
moieties can not be excluded either.  

 
Figure 6. Difference in ultrasonic velocity (sample-water, U12) for 10 g L-1 lignite humate sample 
 

 
Figure 7. Difference in ultrasonic velocity (sample-water, U12) for 1 g L-1 lignite humate sample 
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Figure 8. Difference in ultrasonic velocity (sample-water, U12) for 0.005 g L-1 lignite humate 
sample 
 

5.5.2 Modified humic solutions 

Further as well as in the previous parts, 1 g L-1 humic solution was treated by 
propionic and hydrochloric acids (decrease in pH from 7 to 3.5) to observe changes 
in stability induced by protonization of COOH groups and consequently a change in 
the stability of humate aggregates. As demonstrated earlier, modification by HCl 
caused the protonization of humic molecules which decreases the strength of 
repulsive forces of charged sites and promotes the aggregation and formation of 
larger humic aggregates [7]. The modification had a slight effect on the stability of 
secondary humic structure; in fact temperatures of transitions were slightly shifted to 
higher values indicating the employment of higher number of (probably) H-bonds 
stabilizing humic structure (Figure 9). 

In contrast to hydrochloric acid, addition of propionic acid into humic sample 
gave a completely different result (Figure 10). All the temperatures of break 
registered in non-treated sample were either shifted to higher temperatures, 
diminished or even disappeared. The slope of the record is similar to those at higher 
concentrations. Therefore, it is clear that propionic acid action caused a more intense 
stabilization effect towards aggregates associated with the increase in number of H-
bonds and probably reaggregation of secondary structure. 

The slope of the dependence, if compared with the non-treated sample, indicates 
the prevalence of hydrophilic hydration. It cannot be also excluded the hypothesis 
that humic hydrophobic molecules were separated from each and surrounded by 
propionic acids molecules. That phenomenon reflects the consequences of the effect 
of hydrotropy [59]. 
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Figure 9. Difference in ultrasonic velocity (sample-water, U12) for 1 g L-1 lignite humate, sample 
modified by HCl  
 

 
Figure 10. Difference in ultrasonic velocity (sample-water, U12) for 1 g L-1 lignite humate, 
sample modified by propionic acid 
 
 
Note: results given in previous paragraphs are in detail reported in ref. [62]. 
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6  CONCLUSION 
The achievements and results of this work can be summarized in following 

statements: 
• Optical properties of HA of different origin can not be simply explained on 

the base of simple molecular composition. The nature of secondary structure 
must be taken into consideration as well. 

• After sequential removing of specific molecular fractions and based on our 
and other measurements, the optical properties of HA could not be a result of 
the superposition of numerous independent chromophores, but rather of their 
mutual interactions; it seems, that SFS evaluates predominantly hydrophobic 
core of humic aggregates which has apparent highly aromatic character. 

• The inner core of a humic aggregate do not necessarily consists of condensed 
structures; the high aromaticity degree can be a consequence of weak 
interactions of simple aromatic moieties such as π-π stacking and CH-π. 

• The crucial factor in SFS measurement is quenching which can be caused 
both by molecules present outside and inside of a humic aggregate. 

• Due to the unique and complicated secondary structure of HA the molecules 
which are not primarily fluorophores can affect the fluorescence due to their 
interaction with fluorophores. 

• HS aggregate from very low concentration at neutral, alkaline pH and high 
ionic strength. 

• In our opinion, aggregation of HA cannot be described in terms of the 
common theory of micellization and critical micellar concentration. Instead 
hydrotropy can be the partial answer to the solubilization capacity of HA, 
which has been observed at significantly lower concentration that reported for 
CMC. 

• Aggregation of HA can be disturbed or promoted, depending on 
concentration, by electrostatic or other weak interactions with extraneous 
molecules. Structures of varying mechanical strength (rigidity) can be formed 
in solutions of the same components but at different concentration. 

• Study of the thermodynamic stability of lignite HA aggregates by HRUS 
showed several transitions which were attributed to the weakening of humic 
structure caused by decreasing number of stabilizing weak interactions 
(depending on concentration). 

• Concentration around 1 g L-1 seems to be a limit under which the prevalence 
and importance of hydration dramatically change. Above this concentration 
the difference in ultrasonic velocity decreases following the temperature 
increase which is explained as dominance of hydrophilic hydration. In 
contrast, below this concentration, the temperature dependence of U12 
exhibits increasing tendency which is attributed to the prevalence of 
hydrophobic hydration, i.e. uncovering of apolar groups towards surrounding 
water. 
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• Modification of HA solutions by hydrochloric acid resulted in a slight 
stabilization which lead to the conclusion that humic micelle-like sub-
aggregates form an open-layer assemblies easily accessible for extraneous 
molecules. That was partly verified by addition of propionic acid which 
brought about even larger reconformation of humic aggregates and exhibition 
of polar groups towards hydration water. It is very important knowledge, 
since such interaction can play role in biological processes occurring in 
rhizosphere and can be technologically used to boost fertility of agricultural 
soils as well as to enhance the efficiency of organic fertilizers.  

• The reversible changes in humate solutions induced by heat provided the 
evidence about the existence of significant physical interactions among humic 
molecules resulting in formation of various sorts of aggregates. The nature of 
aggregates, mainly stability and conformation strongly depends on the 
concentration. 

• Observed changes cannot be simply explained as expansions or 
conformational changes of macromolecular coils, in contrast, results achieved 
in this work are consistent with the theory on supramolecular structure of HA. 
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9  ABSTRAKT V ČEŠTINĚ 

Fyzikálně-chemická povaha hydrofobních domén huminových kyselin byla 
studována z několika hledisek. K objasnění významu fluorescenčních spekter byly 
vzorky podrobeny sekvenční frakcionaci, která pomohla k částečnému objasnění 
vlivu vodorozpustných složek, volných a vázaných lipidů na optické vlastnosti 
huminových kyselin. Výsledky naznačily, že fluorescenční píky tradičně 
přiřazované superpozici jednotlivých struktur jsou spíše důsledkem agregačních 
vlastností huminových molekul tvořících vlivem hydrofobního efektu zdánlivě 
vysoce aromatické struktury. Dále pak bylo zjištěna, že na optických vlastnostech 
huminových kyselin mají podíl i molekuly, které nemají primárně fluoroforní nebo 
chromoforní vlastnosti. Tento pohled je v souladu s teorií supramolekulárního 
uspořádání huminových kyselin. Dále byly studovány agregace, konformační 
chování a termodynamická stabilita huminových kyselin pomocí metody vysoce 
rozlišovací ultrazvukové spektroskopie. Bylo prokázáno, že huminové kyseliny mají 
schopnost agregovat už od velmi nízkých koncentrací (<0.001 g L-1) a tudíž netvoří 
micely, jak bylo v dřívějších pracích mnohými autory navrhováno. Bližší je spíše 
efekt známý jako hydrotropie, který by mohl také částečně vysvětlit solubilizační 
schopnosti huminových kyselin. Modifikace přídavkem propanolu a kyselin 
chlorovodíkové a propionové podpořily naše domněnky. Vratné změny indukované 
ohřevem huminových kyselin poukázaly na existenci fyzikálních interakcí mezi 
huminovými molekulami vyplývajících ze vzniku různých typů agregátů a naznačily 
významné změny v typu jejich hydratační obálky v závislosti na koncentraci. 
 


